
Year 1 Home Learning – Tuesday 2nd March 2021. 
 

 

Good morning everyone,  

We are definitely on the countdown until we see you all again in a bustling classroom! 

Only 4 days of home learning left.  Here we go… 

Phonics -  

Ruth Miskin Learning are providing daily speed sound lessons for the duration of this 

lockdown (via YouTube), these can be accessed via their website. The videos are 

available for 24 hours. The website should direct you to the speed sound lessons on 

YouTube and where possible we recommend you use these lessons rather than the 

shorter clips. The set 2 sounds will restart this week as both sets have previously – 

please continue to recap the learning as this will help to embed the knowledge your 

child has. To access the videos just click on the blue ‘YouTube’ and then choose which 

video to watch. 

 

https://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/find-out-more/parents/ 

Today the set 2 sound is ‘oy’ toy for a boy and the set 3 sound today is ‘oi’ spoil the boy. 

Follow the instruction on the video streaming and then encourage your child to spell 

some words with that sound in using Fred talk to pinch the sounds and write them down. 

For example – shout – sh – ou – t - pinch the sounds and write them in that order – 

shout. If you find an issue with the Ruth Miskin site I will attach an alternative video 

for use via YouTube. These are shorter videos and you may need to discuss the sound 

further with your child. 

https://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/find-out-more/parents/
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oy -  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI_R1xcttQA 

oi - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPYeC7PQ0UE 

If your child is finding the above sounds too challenging you could look at some of the 

sounds on the video below to help with beginning sounds and blending. This week look at 

lesson 7 only. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGWB3bvTrTk&list=PLKuMkw6z0qlDRIYH8ccP1LNcrJLzq2utQ&

index=7 

All children to have a go at these red words. They are the same red words from last 

week and we would like you to continue with them: does, call, come, what, who 

Don’t forget to read your books on the Bug Club website. We will continuously change 

these once we see you have read and finished the books so far allocated to you. If you 

have any problems with this website, please contact the office. 

Shared Reading –  

Today we have a reading comprehension on wildlife animals which is saved a PDF. In 

school we are only looking at the first comprehension task, however if you want to 

challenge yourself go straight to the second or third option. Please do not feel you have 

to complete all of these, just complete one at the suitable level. This is saved as 

wildlife comprehension. 

Computing –  

Today we will hopefully be able to add all the skills together that we never got round to 

completing last week! When you login we would like you to go to your alerts which we 

have set you a 2Do of 2create a story. When this loads click on ‘my story’ which is the 

middle option and will allow you to add the sounds we couldn’t add last week. 

 

We would like you to create a story again using the same tools used last time such as 

the paint tools and the animation. We would normally ask for 5 pages but today if this 

is too much then complete 3 pages for a beginning, middle and end of your story. If you 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI_R1xcttQA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPYeC7PQ0UE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGWB3bvTrTk&list=PLKuMkw6z0qlDRIYH8ccP1LNcrJLzq2utQ&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGWB3bvTrTk&list=PLKuMkw6z0qlDRIYH8ccP1LNcrJLzq2utQ&index=7
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find it too tricky to make up your own then maybe recount a story you already know. 

Draw the pictures and write a sentence for each page and then add animation to it. 

 

Once you have completed this then you will be able to add the sound, which should be 

displayed as a microphone. You should then be able to have a look through various drop 

down boxes and be able to record your own sound using your voice or the piano. 

 

 

 

Once you have finished your story then please save it and then exit the story app. 

When you get to your screen, it should give you the option to hand in your work. Please 

can you hand this in and then both Mrs Ashton and Mrs Smith will be able to mark your 

work.  

PSHE 

Play ‘What is Healthy?’ Explain to the children that the room has been split into 2 

different areas labelled ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’. Adult at home reads out different 

statements for the child decide if it is healthy or unhealthy and walk to the 

corresponding area. Ideas: 

• Eating lots of chocolate 

• Wearing lots of sun cream 

• Eating fruit 

• Sitting down all day 
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• Playing outside 

• Eating 5 packets of crisps a day 

• Eating vegetables 

• Drinking fizzy drinks 

• Drinking water 

• Staying up really late every night 

• Washing hands after going to the toilet 

• Eating lots of sweets 

• Getting enough sleep every night 

Ask your child to come up with some of their own. If you have room, and it is safe to do 

so, you could ask your child to run/hop/skip/jump between the different areas. Ask 

them at the end why they think you asked them to do this. Sing the song, ‘If you’re 

healthy and you know it’ (to the tune of ‘If you’re happy and you know it’). Use these 

phrases/mimes/sounds to add to the song: 

• Eat some fruit (mime munching on an apple and say, “Crunch, 

crunch”) 

• Get some sleep (mime sleeping and snore loudly) 

• Walk to school (walk on the spot and make puffing noises) 

• Wash your hands (mime washing your hands and say, “Scrub, 

scrub”) 

• Drink some water (mime drinking and say, “Glug, glug”) 

• Do all five (mime all of the above and make the noises at the appropriate times) 

Look at the powerpoint called PSHE powerpoint. Explain to the children that there are 

lots of ways to keep ourselves healthy. Ask them to tell you some of the ways they 

know and emphasise that the ones in the song are very important. Show them the 

PowerPoint slides and briefly explain each in turn: 
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1. Eating a balanced diet (Eat Well Plate): we all need to make sure we eat foods that 

are good for us. Concentrate on easy-to remember messages like 5 a day, and that 

foods high in fat/salt/ sugar are not good for our bodies. 

2. Sleep: for children aged 5-6 years old, most will need about 11 hours’ sleep. Explain 

why we need sleep and how it helps our bodies rest and recover. 

3. Exercise: all children need to do at least 1 hour of physical activity every day. 

Explore with the children about how they could make up their hour (minimum). 

4. Keeping clean: make sure children know that they should wash their hands after they 

have been to the toilet and before they eat; cough into their elbow, sneeze into a 

tissue, etc. 

5. Drinking water: our bodies love water and need to keep hydrated (not thirsty) so 

that they work properly. 

Next, get your child to look at the plate that has been saved as Healthy eating meal 

plan. You can either print this off or draw your own plate of what a balanced meal would 

look like. 

Handwriting –  

This week we will focus on the correct formation of the letter ‘b’. Can you correctly 

form the letters so they sit on the line? This video might help… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1MfdgzzdHo 

Then maybe you could write some words that have the letter ‘b’ in the word?   

Ball, bat, bench, box, big, basket… 

 

Mental Maths –  

Today we would like to focus on number bonds to 20 again so we are secure as we can 

be with them. Listen to the song below and then play on the hit the button game. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EsPtTkwNIo 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button 

 

 Mrs Ashton and Mrs Smith x x x 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1MfdgzzdHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EsPtTkwNIo
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button

